[Clinical and experimental study of No. 90-dasheng jiangya oral liquid in treating hypertension].
109 cases of hypertension patients were divided into two groups at random. No. 90 Dasheng Jiangya (DSJY) oral liquid was administered to the TCM group, while nifedipine to the control. The level of hypertension was lowered in both TCM and control groups. The effective rates of which were 92.3% and 94.7% respectively. No significant difference was seen between them (P > 0.05). The TCM groups has an advantage of decreasing blood-lipid, increasing high density lipoprotein, improving microcirculation and reducing the atherogenic index as well. The difference between the two groups was significant (P < 0.05 or 0.01). Animal studies have shown that TCM groups has effect in decreasing blood pressure of the spontaneously hypertensive rat, and in rising of anoxia tolerance in mice. Both clinical and toxicological tests showed that this drug was non-toxic with no marked side-effects. Therefore this paper provides a basis for use of No. 90 Dasheng Jiangya oral liquid in preventing and treating hypertension.